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Abstract

CD14+ dermal DCs (CD14+ DDCs) have a natural capacity to activate naı̈ve B-cells. Targeting CD14+ DDCs is therefore a
rational approach for vaccination strategies aimed at improving humoral responses towards poorly immunogenic antigens,
for example, HIV-1 envelope glycoproteins (Env). Here, we show that two clinically relevant TLR ligand combinations,
Hiltonol plus Resiquimod and Glucopyranosyl lipid A plus Resiquimod, potently activate CD14+ DDCs, as shown by
enhanced expression of multiple cytokines (IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40 and TNF-a). Furthermore, the responses of CD14+ DDCs to
these TLR ligands were not compromised by the presence of HIV-1 gp120, which can drive immunosuppressive effects
in vitro and in vivo. The above TLR ligand pairs were better than the individual agents at boosting the inherent capacity of
CD14+ DDCs to induce naı̈ve B-cells to proliferate and differentiate into CD27+ CD38+ B-cells that secrete high levels of
immunoglobulins. CD14+ DDCs stimulated by these TLR ligand combinations also promoted the differentiation of Th1 (IFN-
c-secreting), but not Th17, CD4+ T-cells. These observations may help to identify adjuvant strategies aimed at inducing
better antibody responses to vaccine antigens, including, but not limited to HIV-1 Env.
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Introduction

Vaccines intended to counter some of the most globally

significant pathogens (HIV-1, tuberculosis and malaria) are likely

to require both humoral and T-cell responses, particularly Th1-

mediated immunity. Subunit vaccines based on pathogen proteins

offer safety and production advantages but require adjuvants to

enhance their immunogenicity. Until recently, alum salts were the

only adjuvants approved for human vaccines in the USA.

Although alum is effective at boosting antibody (Ab) responses,

the overall responses tend to be Th2-biased. Identifying adjuvant

combination(s) capable of eliciting potent Th1 and Ab responses is

a major challenge for developing vaccines against various

infectious agents, including HIV-1.

Adjuvants generally activate the innate immune system by

inducing inflammation at the administration site [1]. Central to

this process are DCs, the most potent cells for initiating acquired

immunity [2]. DCs express many innate immune receptors,

including TLRs, that recognize conserved pathogen-associated

molecular patterns, triggering DCs to become activated into

mature cells [3]. The maturation process involves enhanced

migration of DCs to draining lymphoid organs, up-regulation of

MHC antigens and co-stimulatory molecules to drive the priming

of naı̈ve T-cells, and cytokine secretion to further polarize CD4+

T-cells.

TLR ligands belong to a new generation of adjuvants. Each

TLR is triggered by a distinct set of microbial products; for

example, TLR3 responds to double stranded RNA (mimicked by

Polyinosinic: Polycytidylic acid (Poly(I:C)), TLR4 to lipopolysac-

charide (LPS), and TLRs 7 and 8 to stimulatory single-stranded

RNA (mimicked by Resiquimod (R-848)). The coupling of TLRs

to signal transduction pathways is, except for TLR3, mediated via

the MyD88 adaptor protein; TLR3 (and also TLR4) link to the

adaptor protein TRIF. Of note is that MyD88 and TRIF act

synergistically to fully activate DCs [4,5].

The first TLR ligand approved for human use was monopho-

sphoryl lipid A (MPLH), a non-toxic derivative of LPS [6]. MPLH
combined with alum (AS04) is the adjuvant contained in two

approved vaccines, CervarixH, and FendrixH, for human papillo-

ma virus and hepatitis B virus, respectively. New generations of

TLR4 agonists, including Glucopyranosyl lipid A (GLA), are more

receptor-specific and induce fewer side effects [7]. GLA can be

chemically modified to further enhance its biological activity, and
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has a good safety profile when combined with the Fluzone vaccine

in monkey studies [8]. Although the vulnerability of Poly(I:C) to

serum RNases limits its clinical utility, a more stable version,

Hiltonol (Poly(I:CLC); Poly(I:C) and poly-L-lysine), is in late-stage

clinical trials [1].

Immunizing via the skin is a rational approach since this organ

contains abundant DCs, including Langerhans’ cells (LCs) and

several dermal DC subsets. Intradermal vaccination may be

superior to the clinically used subcutaneous and intramuscular

routes [9,10]. Each skin DC subset is equipped with an inherent

specialized functionality [11]. Thus, LCs are potent stimulators of

CTLs, while CD14+ dermal DCs (CD14+ DDCs) have a similar

effect on naı̈ve B-cells [12,13]. Targeting CD14+ DDCs with TLR

ligands is, therefore, a relevant strategy for improving Ab

responses to vaccine antigens.

We have shown that both Poly(I:C) and LPS synergize with R-

848 in activating CD14+ DDCs with potent B-cell and Th1 cell

stimulatory capacity [14]. Here, we have extended that observa-

tion by using clinically relevant adjuvants (Hiltonol or GLA,

combined with R-848). Moreover, we have assessed how these

adjuvant combinations are affected by the HIV-1 envelope gp120

in vitro, a protein that, when administered as a vaccine in alum,

elicits only weak and transient Ab responses [15,16]. The limited

immunogenicity is in part due to epitope shielding by glycans, but

gp120 may also impair various immune cell functions, for example

via binding to the Mannose-binding C-type lectin receptors

(MCLRs), DC-SIGN and BDCA-2, on monocyte-derived DCs

and plasmacytoid DCs, respectively [17–19]. There is evidence

that gp120 can suppress immune responses to other antigens in vivo

[20–22]. Although the mechanisms underlying any immunosup-

pressive effects operating in vivo are unknown, the abundant

oligomannose glycans on gp120 may contribute [23,24].

Here, we show that the Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA plus R-

848 TLR ligand combinations strongly activate human CD14+

DDCs to secrete high levels of B-cell and CD4+ T-cell stimulatory

cytokines in vitro. Neither combination was compromised by the

presence of gp120. Furthermore, the TLR-activated CD14+

DDCs both activated naı̈ve B-cells and induced Th1 differentia-

tion. Targeting CD14+ DDCs with either of these adjuvant

combinations may, therefore, be suitable for an intradermal

vaccination strategy aimed at inducing both Ab and Th1 responses

to HIV-1 Env.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
Skin samples were obtained from the New York Firefighters’

skin bank, New York Presbyterian Hospital. Skin was removed

from cadaveric donors within 12 h post mortem (median age 48

years; range, 21–69 years). Written informed consent was obtained

from all participants’ next of kin. Buffy coats were obtained from

the New York Blood Center. We have exemption status from the

Institutional Review Board for human blood products (exemption

number: EXE 2008-016).

Isolation of Cutaneous DC Subsets
Skin DCs were isolated as described previously [14]. Briefly,

CD14+ DDCs and CD1a+ Migratory DCs (MiDCs) were isolated

from skin migratory cells by positive selection using CD14 and

CD1a microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec), respectively. Tissue-resident

LCs were isolated from epidermal single-cell suspensions using

CD1a microbeads following 1 h treatment of skin with dispase

(2.4 U/ml; Invitrogen) at 37uC. Tissue-derived CD1a+ DDCs

were isolated using CD1a microbeads following digestion of

dermal sheets for 12 h with 0.2% collagenase [14]. In experiments

involving TLR mRNA expression, Fluorescent activated cell

sorting (FACS) was used to obtain highly purified epidermal LCs

and dermal-derived CD1a+ and CD14+ DCs. Briefly, single-cell

suspensions were overlayed onto Ficoll and centrifuged at 400 xg

for 30 minutes. Cells were washed in PBS containing 10% FBS

and blocked on ice for 30 minutes with human serum. Epidermal

cells were stained with the following mAbs: anti-CD1a FITC

(clone HI149), anti-CD45 APC (clone 2D1), anti-CD207 PE

(clone DCGM4) and anti-HLA-DR APC-Cy7 (clone L243). Live

LCs were identified as 7-AAD2 CD45+ HLA-DR+ CD1a+

CD207+ cells. Dermal-derived DCs were purified by FACS as

described previously [14]. Briefly, live CD1a+ DDCs were

identified as 7-AAD2 CD45+ HLA-DR+ CD1a+ CD142 cells.

Live CD14+ DDCs were identified as live 7-AAD2 CD45+ HLA-

DR+ CD14+ CD1a2 CD1c+ SSClo cells.

Injection of Human Skin
Human skin was sectioned into 565 cm explants, which were

injected five times intradermally with 50 ml of PBS containing

either 20 mg of Hiltonol, 5 mg of R-848, or both TLR activators

(20 mg +5 mg). Controls consisted of explants injected with PBS

only. Insulin needles (0.5 mm616 mm Microlance; BD Biosci-

ences) were used. Depending on the experiment, 3–10 explants per

test group were collected. Immediately after injection, skin was

rinsed in PBS containing antibiotics to remove any residual (non-

injected) adjuvant(s). The explants were cultured, epidermal side-

up, in Petri dishes for 48 h. Cell-free supernatants were collected

and screened for cytokines by ELISA, and migratory cells were

analyzed for surface markers.

Cutaneous DC Stimulation
TLR ligands were obtained from Oncovir (Hiltonol), Infectious

Diseases Research Institute (IDRI) (GLA) and Invivogen (R-848).

Unless otherwise stated, they were used at the following

concentrations: Hiltonol (10 mg/ml), GLA (500 ng/ml), R-848

(2.5 mg/ml). DCs (,26104 cells) were stimulated in 96-well plates

in a final volume of 250 ml. In some experiments, CD14+ DDCs

were incubated for 1 h at 37uC with 1–10 mg/ml (see text)

purified, endotoxin-free recombinant HIV-1 gp120 (JR-FL, clade

B; Progenics Pharmaceuticals). TLR ligand(s) were then added for

48 h. Culture supernatants were screened for IL-6, IL-10, IL-

12p40 and TNF-a expression using commercially available kits

(BD Biosciences). Absorbances were measured at 450 nm (Mo-

lecular Devices reader). Data are presented as means 6 SEM of

values from duplicate wells. Quantification of BAFF, TLR3,

TLR4, TLR7 and TLR8 mRNA was carried out as described

previously [14].

CD14+ DDC and Naı̈ve B-cell Co-cultures
Naı̈ve B-cells were purified to .95% by negative selection

(Miltenyi Biotec) from peripheral blood mononuclear cells, as

described previously [14]. B-cells were directly added (26104 cells)

to CD14+ DDCs (DDC: B-cell ratios of 1:5 and 1:25) and cultured

in the continuous presence of TLR ligands. For comparison, naı̈ve

B-cells were stimulated with the same TLR ligands, without

DDCs. All cultures were supplemented with CD40L (200 ng/ml;

Enzo Laboratories) and IL-2 (20 U/ml; Roche) [14]. For analysis

of Ig secretion, B-cells were co-cultured with CD14+ DDCs for

14 d and supernatants screened by ELISA (Bethyl Laboratories).

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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Figure 1. Selected TLR ligand combinations potently induce cytokine secretion by CD14+ DDCs. (A) Cytokine production after
stimulation of CD14+ DDCs for 48 h with a range of concentrations (horizontal axes) of Hiltonol, GLA and R-848, or with combinations of these TLR
ligands. The data are presented as means 6 SEM of duplicates from one representative donor out of four independent experiments in which all 3 TLR
combinations were tested at the same time. (B) Validation of potential synergistic effects of three TLR ligand combinations on cytokine expression.

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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Mixed Lymphocyte Reaction (MLR)
Naı̈ve CD4+ T-cells were purified to .95% by negative

selection (Miltenyi Biotec). CD14+ DDCs were stimulated for

24 h prior to the addition of naı̈ve CD4+ T-cells (T-cell to DDC

ratio, 25:1). After 6 days of co-culture, MLR supernatants were

removed and IFN-c (BD) and IL-21 (eBioscience) screened by

ELISA. Intracellular cytokine staining was carried out following

restimulation of T-cells with 100 ng/ml PMA (Phorbol 12-

myristate 13-acetate) and 1 mg/ml ionomycin in the presence of

Brefeldin A (1 mg/ml), as described previously [14].

Proliferation Assays
B-cell proliferation was assessed using the BrdU cell prolifera-

tion ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche).

Briefly, after a 5-day co-culture with DC subsets, cells were

transferred to 96-well flat-bottomed plates and pulsed for 5h with

10 mM BrdU. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm, with data

presented as mean O.D. values (6 SEM) from triplicate wells.

Phenotypic Analysis of DCs and B-cells
Skin DC subsets were analyzed by multicolor flow cytometry by

staining with the following fluorochrome-labeled monoclonal Abs

(mAbs): anti-CD1a FITC (clone HI149), anti-CD14 PE-Cy7

(clone 61D3), anti-CD40 APC (clone 5C3), anti-CD80 PE (clone

L307.4), anti-CD86 PE (clone IT2.2), anti-CD184 APC (clone

12G5), anti-CD195 FITC (clone 2D7), anti-CD206 FITC (clone

19.2), anti-CD209 PE (clone eB-h209) and HLA-DR PerCP (clone

L243). B-cells were analyzed using the following mAbs: anti-CD20

PE (clone 2H7), anti-CD27 PE-Cy7 (clone O323), anti-CD38

APC (clone HIT2) and anti-HLA-DR PerCP (clone L243). MAbs

and relevant isotype controls were added for 30 min on ice. Cells

were washed in PBS containing 2.5% FBS, fixed in 1%

paraformaldehyde and analyzed with the LSR II cytometer (BD

Biosciences) and FlowjoTM software.

Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as the means 6 SEM of independent

experiments. We used nonparametric statistics, as too few data

points were available to allow testing for Gaussian distribution.

Skin-donor and other inter-experimental variation meant that

pairing of the data points might be effective. When pairing was

effective, we performed Wilcoxon matched-pairs test. In those

cases, the Spearman rank coefficient, r, was in the range 0.6–0.9

and the pairing p value was 0.0004–0.03. In all other cases, we

used the Mann-Whitney U test. One-tailed tests were used in

order to evaluate the significance of the selected differences.

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism Version 5

(GraphPad) software. A p value,0.05 was considered signifi-

cant.

The possible synergistic effects of TLR ligands were analyzed as

previously described [14]. We calculated the ratio between the

highest cytokine response elicited by the combined stimuli and the

sum of the responses to the two individual agents at their

constituent concentrations. In cases where a single agent did not

induce a detectable level of cytokine expression, the detection limit

of the ELISA was used to calculate the sum of the responses to the

two individual agents. These ratios were based on repeat

measurements of each response with little to no variation,

although there were too few replicates to allow a statistical

evaluation. A ratio .1 is indicative of synergy, = 1 of additivity, and

,1 of antagonism.

Results

Hiltonol and GLA Synergize with R-848 to Promote the
Maturation of CD14+ DDCs

We have previously shown that Poly(I:C) and LPS synergize

with R-848 to promote CD14+ DDCs to mature and then activate

naı̈ve B-cells in a co-culture system [14]. Our goal here was to

assess whether the clinically approved adjuvants, Hiltonol and

GLA, had similar properties when used in combinations. CD14+

DDCs were isolated after a 24 h culture of human skin samples.

The various adjuvants were then applied, alone and together, over

a wide range of concentrations, including ones normally sub-

optimal for stimulating cytokine release. Compared to the

individual agents, the Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA plus R-848

combinations increased the secretion of several cytokines (IL-6, IL-

10, IL-12p40 and TNF-a) to extents that ranged from additive to

synergistic (Figure 1A). In contrast, the Hiltonol plus GLA

combination was only slightly better than the individual agents

(Figure 1A).

Of the three combinations tested, the rank order for potency at

cytokine stimulation was Hiltonol plus R-848. GLA plus R-848.

Hiltonol plus GLA. We assessed whether the enhancing effects of

the various combinations were consistent with synergy or only

additivity, as previously described [14]. The Hiltonol plus R-848

combination enhanced IL-6, IL-12p40 and TNF-a expression

synergistically (ratios of .1), but IL-10 only additively (Figure 1B).

Although the overall effects were less pronounced when GLA was

combined with R-848, the trend was similar (Figure 1B).

In kinetic studies, the Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA plus R-848

combinations triggered increases in IL-6, IL-10 and IL-12p40

expression that were apparent by 16 h and then sustained

throughout the 48 h duration of the culture. In contrast, TNF-a
expression increased more rapidly (by 4 h), but also more

transiently (Figure S1). In accord with our previous findings

[14], neither combination increased mRNA expression of the B-

cell stimulatory cytokine BAFF over a 4–24 h period (Figure S1).

The same two combinations modestly enhanced the phenotypic

maturation of the CD14+ DDCs. However, they were only slightly

superior to the individual agents at triggering CD40 and HLA-DR

up-regulation (Figure 1C), an effect that was evident over a range

of TLR ligand concentrations (Figure S2).

Enhanced B-cell Stimulatory Capacity of Dual TLR Ligand-
Stimulated CD14+ DDCs

We next studied how the TLR ligand-stimulated CD14+ DDCs

affected the differentiation of naı̈ve B-cells. Since soluble factor(s)

released from CD14+ DDCs are involved in the stimulatory events

[14], experiments were conducted by co-culturing CD14+ DDCs

and naı̈ve B-cells in the continuous presence of TLR ligands,

together with IL-2 plus CD40L (to mimic T-cell help). The latter

arrangement mimics the ménage-à-trois that exists between DCs,

B-cells and T-cells [25]. For comparison, naı̈ve B-cells were

The ratio of the highest cytokine response elicited by the combined stimuli over the sum of the responses for the two individual agents at their
constituent concentrations was calculated. A ratio .1 is indicative of synergy, = 1 of additivity (displayed on charts as dashed lines), and ,1 of
antagonism. The data are presented as means 6 SEM from 4–6 donors. (C) Phenotypic analysis of CD14+ DDCs stimulated with TLR ligand
combinations. The expression of CD40 and HLA-DR was measured after 48 h. Black open histograms represent the isotype controls. One experiment
representative of three is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063785.g001

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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cultured without CD14+ DDCs, but in the presence of the same

soluble agents.

In the absence of CD14+ DDCs, R-848 stimulated B-cells to

proliferate, a response that was further augmented by adding GLA

but not Hiltonol (Figure 2A). When CD14+ DDCs were also

Figure 2. CD14+ DDCs stimulated with two TLR ligands have an increased capacity to induce naı̈ve B-cells to proliferate and
differentiate into Ig-secreting B-cells. (A) Proliferation of B-cells after stimulation with TLR ligands in the presence or absence of CD14+ DDCs, as
measured by BrdU incorporation. The following concentrations of TLR ligands were used: Hiltonol (2.5 mg/ml), GLA (125 ng/ml) and R-848 (0.6 mg/ml).
Naı̈ve B-cells were isolated and cultured for 5 days with TLR ligands in the presence of CD40L and IL-2, and with or without CD14+ DDCs (DC: B-cell
ratio of 1:5). The bars represent mean O.D. values (6 SEM) derived from triplicate samples from each of three donors. `Wilcoxon matched-pairs test.
(B) Phenotypic analysis of B-cells after 7 days of stimulation with TLR ligands in the presence or absence of CD14+ DDCs (plus CD40L and IL-2). The
numbers denote the percentage of CD38+ CD27+ B-cells. (C) Ig secretion in B-cell cultures stimulated for 14 days with the indicated TLR ligands, and
CD40L plus IL-2, in the presence or absence of CD14+ DDCs. Ig secretion was quantified by ELISA. Data are presented as means 6 SEM of duplicates
and are representative of three independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063785.g002

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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present, B-cell proliferation was substantially greater under every

tested condition. R-848 again enhanced the B-cell proliferative

response, and the further inclusion of either GLA or Hiltonol had

an additional potentiating effect (Figure 2A) (p = 0.002; Wilcoxon

matched-pairs test) and p = 0.0056, respectively). Next, we

addressed whether CD38 and CD27 were up-regulated on the

B-cells under the same conditions. In co-cultures with control

(unstimulated) CD14+ DDCs, 7% of the naı̈ve B-cells acquired the

CD38+ CD27+ phenotype. This percentage was increased only

marginally, or not at all, when R-848, Hiltonol or GLA was

included in the co-cultures (Figure 2B). However, when either

Figure 3. Dual TLR ligand-stimulated CD14+ DDCs enhance Th1 but not Th17-cell differentiation. (A) Cytokine secretion by responder
allogeneic CD4+ T-cells after culture for 6 days with TLR ligand-stimulated CD14+ DDCs. The CD14+ DDCs were stimulated for 24 h with Hiltonol, GLA,
R-848, Hiltonol plus R-848 or GLA plus R-848. Allogeneic naı̈ve (CD27+ CD45RO2) CD4+ T-cells from a healthy donor were then added to the DDCs in
96-well flat-bottomed plates. Supernatants were collected on day 6 of the co-culture and screened for IFN-c by ELISA. The data are presented as
means 6 SEM of duplicate samples from three independent experiments. `Wilcoxon matched-pairs test. (B) Intracellular cytokine expression by
responder allogeneic CD4+ T-cells after 6 days of co-culture. T-cells were tested for their capacity to secrete IFN-c and IL-17 after re-stimulation for 6 h
with PMA and ionomycin in the presence of brefeldin. The numbers in the boxed regions indicate the percentage of CD4+ T-cells expressing
intracellular IFN-c or IL-17. The data shown are from one of three experiments performed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063785.g003

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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Figure 4. HIV-1 gp120 does not compromise the capacity of selected TLR ligand combinations to activate CD14+ DDCs. (A) Expression
of gp120-binding receptors by CD14+ DDCs. Migratory cells were stained for MAbs specific for the following gp120-binding receptors: CD4, CCR5
(CD195), CXCR4 (CD184), CD206 and CD209, after gating on CD14+ HLA-DR+ DDCs. The data are representative of three independent experiments.
The black open histograms represent the isotype controls. (B) Cytokine secretion by CD14+ DDCs in response to TLR ligand(s) and gp120. CD14+

DDCs were exposed to different concentrations of JR-FL gp120 (1–10 mg/ml) for 1 h at 37uC before adding TLR ligand(s) for 48 h. The following
concentrations were used: Hiltonol (10 mg/ml), GLA (500 ng/ml) and R-848 (2.5 mg/ml). IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40 and TNF-a were quantified in
supernatants by ELISA. The data are representative of three independent experiments and are presented as means 6 SEM of duplicate samples. (C)

TLR-Activated Dermal DCs Stimulate Naive B-Cells
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Hiltonol or GLA was combined with R-848, 12% of the B-cells in

the co-cultures now had the CD38+ CD27+ phenotype.

The stimulation of Ig secretion followed a generally similar

pattern to the other markers of B-cell activation (Figure 2C). Thus,

the highest levels of IgM, IgG and IgA release were observed when

B-cells were co-cultured with CD14+ DDCs in the presence of

Hiltonol plus R-848. The GLA plus R-848 combination had a

lesser, although still marked, effect on IgM and IgG production in

the co-cultures, but did not boost IgA secretion beyond the level

seen with R-848 alone. Overall, combining Hiltonol with R-848 in

the B-cell and CD14+ DDC co-cultures enhanced IgM, IgG and

IgA production by 4-fold, ,11-fold and ,5-fold, compared to

when R-848 was used by itself (Figure 2C).

Taken together, the above results show that in association with

CD14+ DDCs, naı̈ve B-cells are activated efficiently by Hiltonol

plus R-848, and to a lesser extent by GLA plus R-848. The

stimulated B-cells both proliferate and differentiate to CD38-

expressing B-cells that secrete immunoglobulins.

CD14+ DDCs have Enhanced Th1-polarizing Capacity
when Stimulated with Selected TLR Ligand Combinations

We next evaluated how TLR ligation affected the Th-priming

capabilities of CD14+ DDCs. To do so, we stimulated CD14+

DDCs with single TLR ligands or the combinations described

above, and tested their capacity to prime naı̈ve allogeneic CD4+

T-cells from several donors. When CD14+ DDCs were stimulated

with R-848 plus either Hiltonol or GLA, they induced Th1-cell

polarization (IFN-c secretion and the proportion of IFN-c+ CD4+

T-cells) to a greater extent than when any single TLR ligand was

used (Figure 3A and B, upper panel). None of the tested conditions

triggered the differentiation of Th17 cells. Thus, after re-

stimulation with PMA and ionomycin, ,0.5% of T-cells stained

positive for IL-17 (Figure 3B, lower panel). We also screened co-

culture supernatants for IL-21, a cytokine expressed by CD4+ T

follicular helper cells. None of the tested conditions triggered the

differentiation of IL-21+ CD4+ T-cells. Thus, IL-21 was undetect-

able in (undiluted) supernatants from all donors tested (data not

shown).

HIV-1 gp120 does not Compromise the Capacity of
Selected TLR Ligand Combinations to Activate CD14+

DDCs
HIV-1 gp120 can exert suppressive effects on a variety of

immune cells in vitro, including monocyte-derived DCs [17] and

plasmacytoid DCs [18,19] and can under some circumstances

suppress immune responses in vivo [20–22,24]. We therefore

assessed whether gp120 could interfere with the ability of the

above TLR ligand combinations to activate CD14+ DDCs.

Among potential gp120-binding receptors, the mannose macro-

phage receptor (CD206), DC-SIGN (CD209) and CXCR4

(CD184) were expressed strongly on migratory CD14+ DDCs,

but CD4 and CCR5 (CD195) only weakly (Figure 4A).

A similar preparation of DDCs was then exposed to monomeric

gp120 (JR-FL, clade B) for 1 h before the addition of TLR ligands,

alone or in combination. Even a high concentration (10 mg/ml) of

gp120 had only a modest suppressive effect upon TLR ligand-

triggered cytokine secretion (Figure 4B) and maturation marker

(CD40 and CD80) up-regulation (Figure 4C). Of note is that same

gp120 stock significantly suppressed the release of IFN-a from

CpG-ODN 2006 (type B CpG)-stimulated plasmacytoid DCs (data

not shown) [19].

Selected TLR Ligand Combinations Activate Multiple
Cutaneous DC Subsets

Although we confirmed that our selected adjuvant combinations

strongly activate CD14+ DDCs, they may also have a stimulatory

effect upon other cutaneous DC subsets, since there is overlap in

TLR expression. For example, both tissue-derived LCs and

CD1a+ DDCs endogenously express TLRs 3 and 7 (Figure S3)

[26]. We observed that both the Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA

plus R-848 combinations were superior to the individual ligands at

triggering cytokine secretion from CD1a+ MiDCs (Figure 5A).

Combining Hiltonol with R-848 enhanced the production of both

IL-6 and IL-12p40 by CD1a+ MiDCs synergistically, but IL-10

expression was increased only modestly (Figure S4). The GLA plus

R-848 combination also had synergistic effects on IL-6 and IL-

12p40 production, although not to the same extent as seen with

Hiltonol plus R-848 (Figure S4).

CD1a+ MiDCs are heterogeneous, with both emigrating CD1a+

epidermal LCs and CD1a+ DDCs present. When these two DC

subsets were purified (directly from skin) and stimulated with

Hiltonol plus R-848, an enhancing effect upon cytokine secretion

was observed compared to treatment with individual agents

(Figure 5A), in line with the expression of both TLRs 3 and 7

(Figure S3). CD1a+ DDCs also express TLRs 4 and 8 (but at lower

levels than CD14+ dermal-derived DCs; Figure S3) and a modest

enhancing effect upon cytokine secretion was observed when GLA

and R-848 were combined (Figure 5A). In contrast, the GLA plus

R-848 combination had no enhancing effect relative to individual

agents on LCs (Figure 5A), likely due to the low expression of

TLR4 (Figure S3).

Since the Hiltonol plus R-848 combination was the most potent

at activating not only CD14+ DDCs (Figure 1 and Figure 5A) but

also LCs and CD1a+ DDCs (Figure 5A), we performed

intradermal injection studies to assess its effects in situ. Skin

explants were injected intradermally with PBS, Hiltonol, R-848, or

Hiltonol plus R-848, using ultrafine needles, and migratory cells

and supernatants were collected 48 h later. The egress of

migratory DCs (HLA-DR++) was greater when Hiltonol was co-

injected with R-848 than when either individual agent, or PBS,

was administered (Figure 5B). The absolute number of emigrating

DCs increased after co-injection of Hiltonol plus R-848, but there

was little change in the relative proportion of the CD14+ and

CD142 DC subsets, compared to when PBS or the individual

agents were injected (data not shown). The injection of R-848 into

the skin explants up-regulated CD80 and CD86 on MiDCs to no

greater extent than when PBS was used (Figure 5C). In contrast,

DCs emigrating from Hiltonol-injected explants had a more

mature phenotype, an outcome boosted when Hiltonol was

combined with R-848 (Figure 5C). Of note is that both CD14+

DDCs and CD142 MiDCs expressed higher levels of both CD40

and CD86 after injection with Hiltonol plus R-848 than when the

individual TLR ligands were used (data not shown). Morever, the

combination triggered a greater release of cytokines (IL-6, IL-10,

IL-12p40 and TNF-a) into the skin biopsy supernatants than

either TLR ligand by itself (Figure 5D). Mixing Hiltonol with R-

Phenotype of CD14+ DDCs after stimulation with TLR ligand(s) in the presence or absence of HIV-1 gp120. The data are from one of three
experiments performed. Gray histograms: isotype control; Open black histograms: CD14+ DDCs stimulated in the absence of gp120; Open red
histograms: CD14+ DDCs stimulated in the presence of 5 mg/ml JR-FL gp120.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063785.g004
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Figure 5. The Hiltonol plus R-848 combination potently activates multiple skin DC subsets. (A) The Hiltonol plus R-848 combination
enhances cytokine secretion from multiple DC subsets after stimulation with selected TLR ligand(s). CD1a+ MiDCs (n = 5 donors), tissue-derived LCs
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848 therefore represents an attractive adjuvant formulation for

activating multiple DC subsets, including CD14+ DDCs.

Discussion

Traditionally, vaccines are administered by the subcutaneous or

intramuscular routes, but there is accumulating evidence that

targeting the skin directly could be particularly advantageous [10].

Thus, intradermal immunization was superior to subcutaneous or

transcutaneous delivery for inducing polyvalent responses to HIV-

1 Gag [27]. Selectively targeting distinct DC subsets may be

desirable when a specific immune response is required [11]. For

example, a strong CTL response would be best achieved via

epidermal LCs, whereas targeting CD14+ DDCs could be

advantageous for inducing good humoral responses [13].

Our goals here were: first, to determine if the Hiltonol and GLA

adjuvants, both of which are in clinical development, can activate

CD14+ DDCs more strongly when combined with R-848 than

they do alone; second, to assess whether these TLR ligand

combinations can further augment the B-cell and CD4+ T-cell

stimulatory capacity of CD14+ DDCs; third, to see if the chosen

combinations were compromised by the addition of HIV-1 gp120,

which can exert immunosuppressive effects under some condi-

tions. The overarching aim was to determine whether combina-

tions of the above TLR ligands might be suitable adjuvants for

delivering HIV-1 Env-based vaccines to humans by the intrader-

mal route.

Cytokine secretion was strongly enhanced when CD14+ DDCs

were stimulated with the Hiltonol plus R-848 or GLA plus R-848

combinations, compared to when the individual TLR ligands were

tested. This outcome is consistent with our earlier study using

different TLR ligands [14]. Furthermore, CD14+ DDCs exposed

to either combination potently stimulated naı̈ve B-cells to

proliferate and differentiate into CD38+ B-cells that secreted high

levels of immunoglobulins. These B-cell responses to TLR-ligand

activated CD14+ DDCs were superior to when naı̈ve B-cells were

stimulated directly with the same agents (i.e., without CD14+

DDCs). The GLA plus R-848 combination was also better than

the individual components at directly activating naı̈ve B-cells.

While human naı̈ve B-cells endogenously express low levels of

mRNA for TLR7/8, they have not been reported to express high

levels of TLR4, the target for GLA. Of note is that strong Ab

responses may require the direct triggering of TLRs on both B-

cells and DCs, based on observations in mice vaccinated with

nanoparticles containing antigen together with TLR4 (MPL) and

TLR7 (R-837) ligands [28].

HIV-1 gp120 can bind to many immune-system molecules,

including CD4, CCR5, CXCR4 and MCLRs, thereby potentially

interfering with key components of the immune system [16].

Suppressive effects of gp120 on diverse functions of a number of

immune cells, including plasmacytoid DCs and monocyte-derived

DCs, have been observed in vitro [17–19], and gp120 can also

suppress immune responses in vivo [20–22,24]. Given that Env

vaccines are often delivered in considerable amounts (several

hundred mg) to local sites, it is possible that the receptor-binding

properties of these proteins could impair their immunogenicity

[16]. We therefore assessed whether monomeric gp120 might

impede the activation of CD14+ DDCs by our selected TLR

ligand combinations. Although CD14+ DDCs express a number of

gp120-binding receptors, including MCLRs, gp120 had no

significant immunosuppressive effects on these cells. Thus, DDCs

stimulated with our selected adjuvant combinations in the

presence or absence of gp120 secreted almost equivalent levels

of cytokines.

Activating multiple DC subsets via TLR engagement, e.g., by

combining Hiltonol or GLA with R-848, might be particularly

advantageous given the value of having polyvalent responses to

vaccines. Thus, the involvement of several TLRs (specifically

TLRs 2, 7, 8 and 9) on different DC subsets underlies the success

of the yellow-fever (YF-17D) vaccine [29]. Transcriptional analysis

of blood samples from volunteers injected subcutaneously with

Hiltonol showed that genes involved in innate immune pathways

were up-regulated to an extent comparable to that seen in

recipients of the YF-17D vaccine [30]; new studies but now

incorporating R-848 and GLA seem warranted.

We also investigated whether our chosen adjuvant combinations

activated other cutaneous DC subsets. Both combinations were

superior to the individual components at stimulating cytokine

secretion from CD1a+ MiDCs, with Hiltonol plus R-848 being the

more effective. The latter combination also enhanced cytokine

secretion from tissue-derived LCs and CD1a+ DDCs in cell

culture, and it triggered the migration of DCs with a mature,

cytokine-secreting phenotype when injected into skin explants.

These effects of the Hiltonol plus R-848 combination were greater

than when the individual agents were injected. Given the inherent

role of LCs in priming naı̈ve CD8+ T-cells into CTLs [13,31],

enhanced CTL responses could be expected after intradermal

injection with antigen in the presence of Hiltonol plus R-848.

Indeed, antigen-specific CTLs were strongly activated in vitro when

peptide-pulsed monocyte-derived DCs were stimulated with

Hiltonol plus R-848 [32].

In summary, we have shown that two clinically relevant

adjuvant combinations (Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA plus R-

848) substantially increased the endogenous capacity of CD14+

DDCs to differentiate naı̈ve B-cells into CD38+ CD27+ plasma-

blast-like B-cells capable of secreting high levels of immunoglob-

ulins. The dual TLR-stimulated CD14+ DDCs also have strongly

augmented Th1-polarizing capacity. These boosting actions of the

adjuvants on DDC functions were not compromised by HIV-1

gp120. Targeting dermal CD14+ DDCs and LCs with TLR ligand

combinations, particularly Hiltonol plus R-848, may be a way to

induce strong humoral immune and cellular responses simulta-

neously. Such an outcome is relevant to the design of various

vaccines including, but not limited to, ones containing HIV-1 Env.

(n = 4 donors) and CD1a+ DDCs (n = 3 donors) were stimulated with TLR ligand(s) for 48 h (,26104/condition) before cytokine concentrations were
quantified by ELISA. For comparison, data derived using CD14+ DDCs are also displayed (n = 7 donors). The data are presented as means 6 SEM. (B)
Enhanced migration of MiDCs after microinjection with Hiltonol plus R-848. MiDCs were quantified by flow cytometry after gating on FSChi SSChi HLA-
DR+ cells. (C) Phenotypic analysis of MiDCs following microinjection of skin explants with TLR ligand(s). Skin explants were injected with PBS, Hiltonol,
R-848, or Hiltonol plus R-848. Explants were cultured for 48 h and compared to explants receiving no treatment (no Tx). Migratory DCs were identified
as large (FSChi SSChi), HLA-DR+ cells and analyzed for CD40, CD80 and CD86 expression. Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI; geometric mean) are
displayed on histograms. Gray open histograms represent isotype controls. (D) Cytokine expression in supernatants from skin explants following
microinjection with TLR ligand(s). Cell-free supernatants were collected 48 h after injection and their IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IL-12p40 content was
quantified by ELISA.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063785.g005
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Supporting Information

Figure S1 Kinetics of cytokine expression after stimu-
lation of CD14+ DDCs with selected TLR ligand
combinations. The following concentrations of TLR ligands

were used: Hiltonol (10 mg/ml), GLA (500 ng/ml) and R-848

(2.5 mg/ml). (A) Kinetics of IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40 and TNF-a
secretion. Data are presented as means 6 SEM of duplicate

samples from one representative experiment of three performed.

(B) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of BAFF mRNA expression in

CD14+ DDCs stimulated for 1–24 h with selected TLR ligands.

The housekeeping gene GAPDH was used for normalizing mRNA

recovery.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Enhanced phenotypic maturation of CD14+

DDCs is evident after stimulation with different TLR
ligand combinations. CD40 expression was measured after

48 h. The black open histograms represent the isotype controls,

the red open histograms unstimulated CD14+ DDCs (‘‘baseline’’,

where MFI = 302) and the closed black histograms CD14+ DDCs

stimulated with the indicated TLR ligand(s). The numbers in the

histograms denote (geometric) MFI.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Differential expression of TLR mRNA in DC
subsets isolated directly from skin. (A) Highly purified

DDCs (CD1a+ and CD14+ subsets) and LCs were isolated by

FACS from dermal and epidermal tissues, respectively. The gating

strategy for each DC subset is shown. Successive gating on live (7-

AAD2) (R2), CD45+ (R3) and HLA-DR+ (R4) cells was performed

in each case, followed by additional gating: Upper panel
(dermal digests): CD1a+ DDCs were isolated after gating on

CD1a+ CD142 cells (R5). For comparison, CD14+ DDCs were

also isolated (CD14+ CD1a2 (R6)), after further gating on CD1c+

SSClo cells (R7) (not shown). Lower panel (epidermal

digests): LCs were isolated after gating on CD1a+ CD207+ cells

(R5). (B) Quantitative expression of TLRs 3, 4, 7 and 8 mRNA in

DC subsets isolated from skin. cDNA samples from three different

donors were tested (in triplicate) for each gene of interest and

normalized against GAPDH by TaqmanH Real-time RT-PCR.

(TIF)

Figure S4 Selected TLR ligand combinations synergis-
tically enhance expression of IL-6 and IL-12p40 by
CD1a+ MiDCs. Validation of potential synergistic effects of

Hiltonol plus R-848 and GLA plus R-848 on cytokine expression

by CD1a+ MiDCs. The ratio of the highest cytokine response

elicited by the combined stimuli over the sum of the responses for

the two individual agents at their constituent concentrations was

calculated. A ratio .1 is indicative of synergy, = 1 of additivity

(displayed on charts as dashed lines), and ,1 of antagonism. The

data are presented as means 6 SEM. Samples from five different

donors were individually tested using each TLR ligand combina-

tion.

(TIF)
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